3rd Training Workshop: Evaluation (EoCoE, PoP, with support from PRACE)

Objectives

In a joint effort, the two centres of excellence EoCoE and PoP will once again hold a hands-on workshop on HPC benchmarking and performance analysis. It is the third event of its kind and will be held at BSC in Barcelona and is supported by the French PATC and the Spanish PATC.

Following a proven concept it will bring together experts from topical fields in energy research and tools experts from HPC science in order to tackle the transition of current R&D codes and applications towards exascale.

Topics include the setup and use of state-of-the-art HPC tools for benchmarking and performance analysis and comprises intensive training for code developers.

For more information and registration please contact eval-org@eocoe.eu.

The agenda is available here.
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